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Highlights 

 ASCAT soil moisture data were assimilated into a conceptual and a physically-based model. 

 

 Optimal EnKF assimilation set-ups improved streamflow simulation in Mediterranean 

catchments. 

 

 Improvements varied from 6 to 45% from the validation run. 

 

 Linear re-scaling method outperformed variance matching and cumulative distribution function. 

 

 Largest improvements were achieved assuming observation errors within 1-6%. 
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1. Introduction   

Hydrological catchment models are useful tools that provide streamflow estimates for a wide range of  

applications including, among others, water resources management, civil engineering operations, 

climate change analysis, or bio-diversity conservation requirements. These models can differ 
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substantially in terms of the complexity of their structure, their level of parameterization, or their input 

requirements (Demaria et al., 2007); ranging from simple lumped conceptual models to largely 

parameterized, fully distributed physically based ones (Elsanabary and Gan, 2015). This variability 

can make some models more suitable for certain specific catchment characteristics (i.e., depending on 

the climatology or dominant runoff types in the catchment of interest) (Alvarez-Garreton et al., 2013).  

 

A key issue affecting the efficiency of model predictions, regardless of the particular model type, is 

that they rely strongly on the optimal simulation of soil moisture conditions within the modeled 

catchment (Crow and Ryu, 2009). Surface Soil Moisture (SSM) is an important variable in the 

hydrological cycle that determines the partitioning of incoming water into infiltration and runoff, thus 

controlling runoff and baseflow generation from the soil profile, and determining river flows and 

flooding (Han et al., 2012). Currently, quantitative information on SSM can be obtained from 

spaceborne microwave instruments (Bartalis et al., 2007; Wanders et al., 2014a), allowing the 

integration of observed SSM data into hydrological models through Data Assimilation (DA) 

techniques, for more accurate streamflow prediction (Pauwels et al., 2002; Brocca et al., 2012; 

Alvarez-Garreton et al., 2015; Laiolo et al., 2015a; Leroux et al., 2016; López López et al., 2016). The 

selection of the optimal model for each specific catchment condition, along with an adequate Surface 

Soil Moisture Data Assimilation (SSM−DA) set-up is expected to provide a more realistic catchment 

modelling, leading to enhanced streamflow predictions. Some studies on SSM−DA focused on 

improving SSM model prediction (Crow and Reichle, 2008; Reichle et al., 2008; Ryu et al., 2009; 

Crow and Van Den Berg, 2010; Draper et al., 2012; Renzullo et al., 2014), while others evaluated 

whether SSM−DA also improved streamflow forecasts ( Francois et al., 2003; Brocca et al., 2012, 

2010b; Alvarez-Garreton et al., 2013; Alvarez-Garreton et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2014; Wanders et al., 

2014b).  

 

DA comprises different techniques applied to hydrology and other fields of science. Examples are: 

variational assimilation (Jazwinski, 1970), particle filtering (Gordon et al., 1993), or Kalman filtering 

(KF) (Kalman, 1960). Among them, the sequential type KF (Evensen, 1994) and its variants are the 
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DA methods most commonly used in SSM−DA. Several variants were developed from the original KF 

method to adapt it to different systems, in particular the ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) (Evensen, 

1994) was developed to address nonlinear model dynamics without linearizing model equations. The 

EnKF has been frequently used to assimilate observations into hydrological models because it is well-

suited to highly dimensional nonlinear systems (Wanders et al., 2014b), and it is computationally 

efficient and easy to implement (Reichle et al., 2002; Crow and Wood, 2003; Pauwels et al., 2007). 

The EnKF propagates an ensemble of model realizations generated by perturbing model input values. 

The error background covariance matrix is then estimated from the ensemble statistics (Trudel et al., 

2014),  where the probability density of the model states is represented by an ensemble where the 

mean is the best estimate (Gaussian assumption), and the ensemble spread defines the error variance 

(Xu et al., 2015).  

  

Different sources of observed SSM have become available in the last years, acquired mostly from 

sensors operating in the low frequency microwave region from 1 to 10 GHz (Albergel et al., 2012), 

which differ in their sensing mode (active or passive),  frequency, and retrieval algorithm (Rötzer et 

al., 2014). Different passive microwave sensors have been observing the Earth for the last decades 

(e.g.  Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity mission (SMOS) (Kerr et al., 2010), NASA’s Soil Moisture 

Active Passive (SMAP) (Entekhabi et al., 2010) or the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer, 

AMSR-E (Owe et al., 2008)) providing a quasi-continuous global dataset since 1978 (Liu et al., 2012). 

These passive systems are less sensitive to the effects of surface roughness and vegetation structure 

with respect to active ones and have a larger soil penetration depth in the case of L-Band radiometers 

like SMOS and SMAP (3-5 cm, Rötzer et al., 2014). On the other hand, active microwave sensors 

(i.e., scatterometers) have been frequently used in SSM−DA because of their relatively good accuracy 

(Brocca et al., 2011b) and their long temporal coverage (i.e., since 1991, Wagner et al., 2013). Among 

these, the Advanced Scatterometer (ASCAT) (launched in 2006) was the first to provide an 

operational near real-time (NRT) Level 2 SSM product (Albergel et al., 2012). Its operating C-band 

frequency provides higher spatial resolution and is less affected by radiofrequency interferences but 

has a lower soil penetration depth (0.5-2 cm). 
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When diverse sensors and models are used to explore a geophysical target (i.e. SSM), it is important 

to investigate how information from multiple sources can be compared and/or integrated. In 

particular, one of the main challenges faced by SSM−DA is that model simulations and satellite 

retrievals often exhibit differences in SSM patterns, mainly in terms of different time series mean 

values and variation ranges (Chen et al., 2011). Two main causes can be identified as the factors 

producing those differences: (1) the difference between satellite penetration, which depends on the 

frequency of the sensor (Paulik et al., 2014), and the model representation of SSM (soil layers 

configuration and depth); and (2) the inherent systematical differences coming from the estimation of 

the same physical variable with different techniques (i.e. model and sensor retrievals) (Dorigo et al., 

2015). These two causes need to be addressed differently. The first is normally addressed by making 

both time series represent the same physical variable by transferring satellite information to the root 

zone, or to the depth of the modelled surface layer, by using filtering techniques, such as the Soil 

Water Index (SWI) (Wagner et al., 1999). The second cause is addressed by using re-scaling 

techniques (RTs) that mitigate any systematic differences between model simulations and SSM 

observations, so that these representativeness issues are solved (Lievens et al., 2016) and the resulting 

re-scaled SSM time-series can be useful in terms of its variability (not its absolute values) (Kumar et 

al., 2012).  

 

Different RTs exist, depending on the number of statistical moments that are matched between 

observed (SWI) and simulated SSM time-series. The most commonly applied RTs are (López López 

et al., 2016): (1) the linear re-scaling (LR) (Brocca et al., 2011a), where only the mean value of the 

observations/SWI is adjusted; (2) the mean and standard deviation matching, named Variance 

Matching method (VM) (Draper et al., 2009); and (3) the cumulative distribution function (CDF) 

matching (Reichle and Koster, 2004) which assures an all order moment matching. Re-scaling 

strongly affects the outcome of SSM−DA, making this a very active field of research (Ryu et al., 

2009; Wanders et al., 2012; Alvarez-Garreton et al., 2014; Paulik et al., 2014; Massari et al., 2015; 

Xu et al., 2015). 
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The retrieval of SSM is affected by several error sources that degrade to a certain extent the final SSM 

estimate (Su et al., 2014). Thus, typical hydrological applications such as calibration, validation, bias 

correction, or data assimilation can only be performed properly when the error statistics in the data and 

their relationships are known (Su et al., 2014). This influences notably DA, as the observation error 

assumed for SSM products has also a strong influence on the SSM−DA results.  

 

Although operational products, such as ASCAT−SSM, provide a nominal observation error as 

ancillary information with the SSM estimate, this value may vary largely depending on the area (e.g., 

land cover and topography) and the surface conditions as demonstrated by many validation studies 

(Albergel et al., 2009; Brocca et al., 2010a; Hahn et al., 2012; Leroux et al., 2014; Paulik et al., 2014; 

Bhimala and Goswami, 2015). For instance, the ASCAT−SSM product has been extensively validated 

over several instrumented test sites located in different climatic regions with different land cover 

(Wagner et al., 2013) providing root mean square error (RMSE) values spreading around 0.04 m
3 

m
-3

 

(Brocca et al., 2011; Matgen et al., 2012b; Wagner et al., 2013) which correspond to the accuracy goal 

of both the SMOS and SMAP missions. This error estimate could be potentially used as an 

observation error estimate within DA experiments when no ground reference is available at a 

particular site, but it could not guarantee optimal results. To overcome this issue, many studies 

(Dorigo et al., 2010, 2015; Chen et al., 2014; Renzullo et al., 2014; Su and Ryu, 2015; Alvarez-

Garreton et al., 2016) proposed to use Triple Collocation (TC) (Stoffelen, 1998) for characterizing the 

error variance of three collocated soil moisture data sets along with the affine parameters that 

characterize the biases, which can be a valid solution for selecting a reliable SSM error in absence of a 

ground reference. However, despite successfully applied in different studies, this technique is also 

subjected to some restrictions related to the underlying assumptions of the method, which need to be 

preserved when the method is to be applied (e.g., non-zero error cross correlations among the 

products, stationarity and linearity among the three estimates) (Su et al., 2014). Hence, the 

optimization of the observation error to each specific catchment and model conditions as in Massari et 

al. (2015) might be a valuable solution for optimally assimilating SSM into a hydrological model. 
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In the few last years, SSM−DA techniques have been applied to catchments of contrasting rainfall 

regimes, ranging from semi-arid (<400 mm/year) (Alvarez-Garreton et al., 2015; 2014; Lievens et al., 

2015) to intermediate (Brocca et al., 2012) or humid ones (> 1000 mm/year) (Brocca et al., 2010b). In 

addition, different model types have been used for SSM−DA, ranging from simple lumped conceptual 

models (Francois et al., 2003) to complex, physically based models (Pauwels et al., 2002; Chen et al., 

2011) and fully distributed models of different levels of complexity (Wanders et al., 2014b; Lievens et 

al., 2015). However, the degree of improvement in streamflow predictions varied significantly, from 

no improvement (Han et al., 2012), to limited improvement (Lievens et al., 2015) or up to 10-30 % 

improvements (Brocca et al., 2012; Matgen et al., 2012a; Massari et al., 2015). Furthermore, ASCAT 

SSM data were successfully assimilated in Mediterranean catchments, as shown in Cenci et al. (2016). 

All these studies are difficult to compare, interpret and generalize because their results depend largely 

on model structure and catchment characteristics, mainly their rainfall regime, and thus on the 

dominant runoff mechanisms (Lievens et al., 2015). While streamflow assimilation based on two 

models of different conceptualization (distributed and physically based vs lumped) has been tested 

using the same catchments (Randrianasolo et al., 2014), to our knowledge, this type of study has not 

been performed for remotely sensed SSM−DA, except in one isolated case where ASCAT-SSM was 

assimilated into the MISDc model (Brocca et al., 2011b) considering a one-layer and a two-layers 

scheme. Therefore, it would be interesting to have a comparison of the SSM−DA performance of 

models of varying structure and conceptualization (conceptual and physically-based) applied to the 

same catchments. 

 

The following research questions define the objectives of this study: 

 Can the assimilation of ASCAT data, by using the EnKF, improve hourly streamflow prediction?  

 Do the re-scaling techniques have a significant influence on the DA results? 

 Does the assumed SSM observation error have a significant influence on the DA results? 

 Which is the DA performance when different conceptual and physically-based models are used? 
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Given these objectives, ASCAT−SSM data are assimilated through the EnKF into two models of 

contrasting structure and over two different catchments. The eventual benefits of SSM−DA with 

respect to validated streamflow forecasts are assessed at an hourly and monthly scale. The influence of 

re-scaling techniques and observation error optimization on the outcomes of SSM−DA are also 

discussed. It must be pointed out that the relatively long period of analysis (11 years) allows us to 

perform a clear and rigorous separation between calibration and validation steps. This allows to test 

the potential impact of the stationarity of the observation error and of the bias on the optimality of the 

assimilation results during the validation period. Altogether, this study addresses the existing demand 

for more real-case studies (Alvarez-Garreton et al., 2014) that contribute to build evidence and 

understanding of the improvement skill of SSM−DA over a wide range of catchment characteristics. 

 

 

2. Study sites and soil moisture dataset 

2.1. Studied catchments 

2.1.1. Nestore catchment  

The Nestore catchment (725 km
2
) is located in the upper Tiber river catchment, an area with a 

complex topography prone to widespread frontal rainfall that causes major flood events. The main 

land uses are grasslands (54 %) and woods (38 %), whereas urban areas cover only a small part (5 %) 

of the catchment. The geology is characterized by terrigenous facies and flysch deposits. The soil, 

overlying practically impervious rocks, contains clay and sandy silt. Further information on the soil 

hydrological properties can be found in Massari et al. (2015).  The climate is Mediterranean, with a 

mean annual rainfall of 740 mm. The mean slope of the catchment is 17 %. The highest monthly 

rainfall values generally occur during the autumn-winter period, when floods, caused by widespread 

rainfall, normally occur. A dense, real-time hydrometeorological network (1 station every 150 km
2
) 

has been operating in the area for more than 20 years, and the data are recorded with a time interval of 

30 min. Streamflow is measured at the gauging station of Marsciano (Fig. 1). 

 

Figure 1 
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2.1.2. Arga catchment 

The Arga river is one of the main tributaries of Ebro, whose basin covers most of northeastern Spain. 

Only its upper part was used in this study, specifically the 810 km
2
 defined by the gauging station in 

the municipality of Arazuri (Fig. 1). At this point, the Arga river has a main river channel that is 53 

km long. In this study, a 69-km
2
 subcatchment feeding a reservoir (Eugi) in the northern boundary of 

the catchment was subtracted. Thus, both rainfall and streamflow measured at the reservoir’s outlet 

were removed from the analysis, and an effective catchment area of 741 km
2
 was finally used. The 

predominant land covers in the catchment are forest (46 %, mostly in the northern part), rainfed cereal 

crops (33 %), bushes (12 %) and urban areas (10 %). In the southern half of the catchment, the 

predominant soils belong to the Xerorthent group (NRCS-USDA, 2014), have a silty-clay-loam 

texture, and are more than 1 m deep except for those on the eroded hillslopes that are shallow.  Mean 

annual rainfall is 956 mm, and the climate in the area is mild-humid Mediterranean. The mean slope is 

24 %. Arga catchment is heavily instrumented, with 21 measuring stations (Fig. 1) observing 

meteorological data in the area since 1975. Twelve of these stations are managed manually on a daily 

basis, and nine are automatic with a 10-minute recording interval. A more detailed description of the 

catchment can be found in Loizu et al. (2016). 

 

2.2. Surface soil moisture satellite data  

ASCAT is a scatterometer that operates in the C-band (5.255 GHz) at VV polarization and scans the 

Earth’s surface in descending and ascending overpasses (Bartalis et al., 2007; Zeng et al., 2015). It 

was first  installed onboard of the Meteorological Operation-A (MetOp-A, launched in 2006) satellite, 

and then on the other two satellites of the series: MetOp-B (launched in 2012), and MetOp-C 

(scheduled for launch in 2018), which are expected to provide an uninterrupted stream of ASCAT 

backscatter observations well into the 2020s (Wagner et al., 2013). The MetOp-A satellite follows a 

near-polar sun-synchronous orbit at an altitude of approximately 817 km with a repeat cycle of 29 

days, completing 14 orbits per day and providing a daily global coverage of approximately 82 % of the 

Earth. Measurements of western Europe are generally obtained twice a day: in the morning 
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(descending pass) and in the evening (ascending pass), between 08:00-11:00 and 17:00-21:00 UTC, 

respectively (Brocca et al., 2010b). SSM products are available with a spatial resolution of 50 km and 

25 km (resampled to 25-km and 12.5-km grids in the swath geometry).  

 

The ASCAT-SSM product represents the degree of saturation of the topmost soil layer, ranging from 0 

% (dry) to 100 % (wet) (Albergel et al., 2012). To retrieve SSM, the backscattering coefficients are 

first normalized to a reference incidence angle of 40º and then scaled between the lowest and highest 

values measured over a long period (Bartalis et al., 2007; Parrens et al., 2012). The soil moisture 

retrieval scheme uses a change detection model that is very similar in functionality to the Water Cloud 

Model (Attema and Ulaby, 1978; Bartalis et al., 2007). Two different ASCAT-derived SSM products 

are available. The first one is generated by the European Organisation for the Exploitation of 

Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT) (Wagner et al., 2013), and it is distributed in NRT. The 

second one is calculated and distributed by the TU-Wien and includes most recent algorithmic 

updates, product reprocessing and updating (Naeimi et al., 2009). The TU-Wien product was used in 

this study and consists of a 6-year (2007-2012) time series at a 25-km resolution (resampled to 12.5 

km). The RMSE of the ASCAT−SSM product is estimated to range between 0.014 and 0.06 m
3 

m
-3

, 

according to different validation studies performed worldwide (Albergel et al., 2009; Brocca et al., 

2010; Matgen et al., 2012b), with an expected mean value of 0.04 m
3 
m

-3
 (Matgen et al., 2012a).  

 

Figure. 2.   

 

The mean SSM value of four pixels were used (2223595, 2218893, 2218897 and 2214191) for the 

Nestore catchment, whereas six pixels (2218622, 2218618, 2213916, 2213912, 2209202, and 

2209198) were considered for Arga (Fig. 2). In this research, a total study period of 11 years (Oct 

2001 - Oct 2012) was considered for both catchments. 
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3. Methodology  

3.1. Hydrological catchment models  

Two models of different complexity and structure were used: Modello Idrologico Semi-Distribuito in 

continuo (MISDc) (Brocca et al., 2011b), and TOPMODEL-based Land-Atmosphere Transfer Scheme 

(TOPLATS) (Famiglietti and Wood, 1994; Peters-Lidard et al., 1997) (Fig. 3). 

 

Figure. 3.  

 

3.1.1. MISDc model 

MISDc is a conceptual and semi-distributed model that consists of two main components, a soil water 

balance model (SWB) (Brocca et al., 2008) to simulate the soil moisture temporal pattern, and a 

routing module (Melone et al., 2001) for transferring the rainfall excess to the catchment outlet. The 

two components are linked through an experimentally derived linear relationship (Brocca et al., 

2009b) between the potential maximum soil moisture retention (S) of the Soil Conservation Service-

Curve Number (SCS-CN) (SCS, 1972) and the relative soil moisture at the beginning of the event 

(Fig. 3b). The SWB model is a simple model that simulates the main processes in a single soil layer 

(i.e., infiltration, percolation and evapotranspiration). In particular, infiltration is modeled through the 

Green–Ampt equation, drainage is modeled using a gravity-driven non-linear relationship, and actual 

evapotranspiration is modeled using a linear relationship with potential evapotranspiration, calculated 

using a modified Blaney and Criddle method (Blaney and Criddle, 1950). Once the S parameter is 

estimated, the routing to the catchment outlet is obtained from the convolution of the rainfall excess 

and the geomorphological instantaneous unit hydrograph (GIUH) proposed by Gupta et al. (1980) (Fig 

3c). The model was developed as a single layer soil simulation structure, which is the version used in 

this study (Fig 3a). MISDc was also implemented with a second layer for a specific study to improve 

the soil water balance simulation, with the objective of making it a suitable tool to adequately 

assimilate satellite SSM observations, but that 2 layers configuration did not improve DA performance 

(Brocca et al., 2012), and hence, the 1 layer version was used here.  
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The meteorological forcing required by MISDc as input are rainfall and air temperature, and it 

provides the saturation degree and the discharge as output data. To run the model, 9 parameters have 

to be estimated, some are physical parameters (i.e., saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ks), pore size 

distribution index (β), and maximum water capacity of the soil layer (Wmax)), and some empirical (i.e., 

the parameter controlling the fraction of drainage that transforms into subsurface runoff (ν), the 

correction coefficient for potential evapotranspiration (Kc), the lag-area relationship parameter (η), the 

initial abstraction coefficient (λ) and the parameter of the relationship between modeled SM and the S 

of the SCS-CN method (α)).  

 

MISDc has been successfully applied to many catchments worldwide (Masseroni et al., 2017), 

including the Tiber River in central Italy (Brocca et al., 2011b), for flood prediction and operational 

purposes. Further descriptions of the model and its performance under Mediterranean conditions can 

be found in Camici et al. (2011), Brocca et al. (2013), and Massari et al. (2015). Specific DA studies 

using MISDc include Brocca et al. (2010; 2012). In this research, the model has been applied in a 

lumped mode, with an hourly time-step and the calibration was performed using a standard gradient-

based automatic optimization search function (Brocca et al., 2011), tuning four parameters (Wmax, Ks, 

Kc and η) and considering the period Oct 2001 - Dec 2009 for calibration and Jan 2010 - Oct 2012 for 

validation. Further details on MISDc are provided in Brocca et al. (2011b). 

 

3.1.2. TOPLATS model 

The second model, TOPLATS, is based on the TOPMODEL approach (Beven and Kirkby, 1979), 

which is a contributing-area conceptual model where the predominant factors determining the 

formation of runoff are represented by the topography of the catchment and a negative exponential law 

linking the transmissivity of the soil with the vertical distance from the ground level (Franchini et al., 

1996). This initial conceptualization was later added a Soil-Vegetation-Atmosphere-Transfer (SVAT) 

scheme (Famiglietti and Wood, 1994) that initialized the development of a full hydrological catchment 

model (Fig. 3a). It then incorporated separate computations of water and energy balances. The initial 

configuration of TOPLATS was later improved by Peters-Lidard et al. (1997) and by Pauwels and 
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Wood (1999). The main concept in TOPLATS is that shallow groundwater gradients, estimated from 

the local topography through a topographic index (TI) (Sivapalan et al., 1987), set up spatial patterns 

of soil moisture that control infiltration and runoff generation during storm events and evaporation and 

drainage during inter-storm periods. The model can be run as a fully distributed model or in a 

statistical (semi-distributed) mode. In the statistical mode, the one used in this study, TI is represented 

through its statistical probability distribution given a fixed bin-size (Fig. 3b). TOPLATS simulates 

three processes for streamflow generation: infiltration excess, saturation excess and baseflow. Separate 

routing routines were added to the model, based on the unit hydrograph method proposed by the SCS 

(Soil Conservation Service, 1972) (Fig. 3c). 

 

The model divides the soil column into two layers: a thin surface zone (SZ), of a user-defined 

permanent depth (in this work 5 cm), and a deeper transmission zone (TZ) that represents the soil 

depth between the SZ and the water table (WT). In TOPLATS, the soil properties are modeled through 

the closed-form analytical equations of Brooks and Corey (1964), which express the relationship 

between the soil moisture content (θ), the hydraulic head (ψ) and the hydraulic conductivity (Ks) 

(Loosvelt et al., 2014). The interception capacity of the canopy is calculated as a function of the leaf 

area index (LAI) (Dickinson, 1984), and infiltration is calculated as the minimum of the soil 

infiltration capacity (Philip, 1957; Milly, 1986) and net precipitation. The exchange of soil water 

between the upper and lower layers is calculated assuming diffusive flux (Peters-Lidard et al., 1997), 

where diffusivity is controlled by Brooks and Corey (1964) parameters. Evaporation is calculated with 

a soil resistance formulation (Passerat De Silans et al., 1986). In TOPLATS, the vegetation properties 

and their growing cycle are controlled by a significant number of parameters (e.g., LAI, albedo, 

emissivity, roughness length for heat and momentum transfer, maximum and minimum stomatal 

resistance, etc.). Specifically, in this study, plant growth was modelled by a monthly update of the 

different mentioned parameters for the main vegetation classes (i.e. rain-fed cereal, irrigated crops and 

forests), as explained in Loizu et al. (2016). TOPLATS requires seven climate variables as input: 

temperature, relative humidity, atmospheric pressure, wind speed, rainfall rate, and longwave and 

shortwave downwards radiations.  
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TOPLATS was calibrated through a multi-start optimization approach combined with an automatic 

search minimization algorithm (Loizu et al., 2016), tuning six parameters (Brooks-Corey pore size 

distribution index (B), bubbling pressure (ψc), saturated soil moisture (θs), hydraulic conductivity (Ks), 

subsurface flow at complete saturation (Q0) and hydraulic conductivity decay (f)). TOPLATS was also 

run in hourly basis, and the Oct 2001 - Dec 2009 period was used for calibration and Jan 2010 - Oct 

2012 for validation. Different types of remotely sensed information have been assimilated into 

TOPLATS for improving soil moisture (Houser et al., 1998; Crow et al., 2001; Lucau-Danila et al., 

2005) or streamflow simulation (Pauwels et al., 2001, 2002). A review on the studies carried out using 

TOPLATS was presented in Loizu et al. (2016). 

 

 

3.2. ASCAT−SSM preprocessing: soil water index (SWI) and re-scaling methods  

To solve the mismatch between ASCAT sensing depth and that of the surface layer considered by the 

models, ASCAT−SSM values were subjected to two pre-processing steps: the soil water index (SWI) 

calculation and the SWI re-scaling (Brocca et al., 2009a; Matgen et al., 2012b; Alvarez-Garreton et al., 

2014, 2015; Paulik et al., 2014; Cho et al., 2015). For the SWI calculation, a recursive filter was used 

(Wagner et al. 1999), which depends on a single parameter, T, characterizing the temporal variation of 

SM within the root-zone profile (Brocca et al., 2012). It works as a low-pass filter that smoothens the 

SSM series (Matgen et al., 2012b) by assuming a linear relationship between the SM in the first 

centimeters of the soil and the SM content in the deeper root zone (Alvarez-Garreton et al., 2014). The 

recursive filter (Eq. 1) at each time step (k) is calculated as follows (Albergel et al., 2008): 

                  [           ]                                                                                             (1) 

where Ok is an available ASCAT observation and Uk is a gain updating term (Eq. 2), varying between 

0 and 1, calculated as: 

    
    

        
  

         
 

 
                                                                                                                       (2) 
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The parameter T was calibrated (considering a variation range between 1 and 200 days) by 

maximizing the correlation coefficient (R) between the generated SWI and the model-simulated SSM 

time series. This calibration was performed for a 2-year period: Jan 2007 - Jan 2009.  

In a second step, SWI values were re-scaled through different RTs. Three different RTs were selected, 

and their influence on the DA results was evaluated. These methods were selected to cover a wide 

range of order – statistical – moments rescaling (as in Lievens et al., 2015): 

 Linear regression (LR). In this approach, minimization of the mean square difference (msd) 

between modeled and rescaled data is performed (Yilmaz and Crow, 2013) through a least 

squares linear regression technique (Crow et al., 2005; Alvarez-Garreton et al., 2014). This 

method matches the mean values of simulated and observed (SWI) data. 

 Variance matching (VM). This method involves re-scaling the observed SSM values to match 

the first two moments (mean and variance) of the probability distribution of the simulated time 

series (Crow et al., 2005; Sahoo et al., 2013; Lievens et al., 2015; Massari et al., 2015). 

 Cumulative distribution function matching (CDF). This method was first proposed by 

Reichle (2004) and has been applied in different assimilation and SSM product evaluation 

experiments (Drusch, 2005; Scipal et al., 2008; Matgen et al., 2012b; Liu et al., 2012; Alvarez-

Garreton et al., 2014; Massari et al., 2015). CDF matching ensures that the statistical 

distribution of both the satellite data and modelled time series is the same, so that assimilation 

only adjusts the model for random variations (Renzullo et al., 2014). 

The three RTs were first fitted using a 3-year (Jan 2007-Dec 2009) calibration period and then 

validated using a 2-year and 9-month period (Jan 2010 to Oct 2012). This setup guarantees that re-

scaling is always based on previous data; consequently, DA can be performed in real time, similarly to 

Alvarez-Garreton et al. (2014). 

 

 

3.3. Ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF)  

The EnKF (Evensen, 2003) is a Monte Carlo-based approach allowing model uncertainties to be 

calculated from the ensemble spread, that is assumed to be large enough to represent the true 
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uncertainty of the simulation (Wanders et al., 2014a). The EnKF takes advantage of a statistical 

approach to evaluate the error covariance matrices of the Kalman filter equations.  

In the EnKF, the background state vector becomes an n (state variables) x Nr (ensemble members) 

background matrix (X
b
) needed to derive the model error matrix (Thiboult and Anctil, 2015), where: 

     (  
       

 ), and where each ensemble member’s state variables are defined as:   
   

 (  
    

      
 )

 

 
. As the real true state is unknown, it is approximated by the ensemble mean   ̅  , 

where i refers to the i-th member: 

  ̅    
 

  
 ∑   

   
                                                                                                                                    (3) 

In this study, the state variables contained in the state matrix were the Surface Zone (upper layer) soil 

moisture content in TOPLATS model and the relative soil water content [0-1] of the only layer in 

MISDc. In TOPLATS, the SM content corrections performed in the SZ through EnKF-DA, are rapidly 

transferred by the model itself to the lower TZ layer, and impact the runoff mechanisms within the 

model as these corrections also influence the water table depth. This approach, updating only the 

upper layer of the model, was selected for this study as it allowed to fix the depth of the upper layer to 

a similar depth of that of the ASCAT observations. 

From the ensemble perturbation matrix, defined as         
   ̅ , the ensemble background error 

covariance matrix (P) is obtained as in Eq. 4. 

    
 

      
                                                                                                                                       (4) 

On the observation side, uncertainty is considered and evaluated through perturbed observations. An m 

x N matrix, where m is the number of observations, needs to be calculated to represent perturbed 

observations (           
  . The perturbations ensemble (    [  

    
       

 ]  is generated with an 

ensemble mean equal to zero (Trudel et al., 2014), and the ensemble representation of the observation 

error covariance matrix (Z) is then defined as: 

    
 

      
                                                                                                                                       (5) 

The Kalman gain (Gk) (Eq. 6), at each time step k, represents the relative importance of the 

observation error with respect to the prior estimate (i.e., model simulation) and acts as a weighting 
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coefficient. Zk denotes the covariance of the observational noise (Thiboult and Anctil, 2015) at time 

step k, Pk accounts for model uncertainty, and Hk is the observation operator (SWI vector in this 

study). Gk is thus calculated as: 

         
 (          

 )
  

                                                                                                            (6) 

ASCAT SSM observation error was optimized as in Massari et al. (2015), in order to pick up the 

observation error value that provides the best streamflow simulation within the DA experiment. For 

this, ten different ASCAT observation error values were considered: 0.01, 0.1, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 15 and 

20 %, based on previous studies (e.g., Brocca et al. (2010), who estimated a 10 % error in SWI values 

obtained from ASCAT data, in a validation study based on in-situ observations). Then, the Kalman 

gain was calculated with each of these values and subsequently ASCAT SSM was assimilated. This 

way, the error value yielding the best streamflow prediction after SSM assimilation was obtained for 

each catchment and model combination.  

In the last step of the assimilation algorithm, the new model state matrix (  
 ) is updated (Eq. 7) based 

on an a priori (forecasted) model state matrix (  
 ), the Kalman gain (  ), and the deviation between 

measured and predicted observations (Abaza et al., 2015). 

  
      

     (       [  
 ])                                                                                                           (7) 

The EnKF has been successfully used in different hydrological applications, including streamflow 

prediction, through assimilation of soil moisture and streamflow data (Xie and Zhang, 2010; Li et al., 

2014; Trudel et al., 2014; Wanders et al., 2014b; Abaza et al., 2015).  

 

 

3.4. Ensemble verification criteria 

The EnKF requires the generated ensemble to comply with certain spread characteristics, i.e., to 

generate a meaningful ensemble that represents the uncertainty of each hydrological model’s forecasts 

(Matgen et al., 2012a). For that, the standard deviation of the perturbations must be gradually 

increased until the ensemble mean differs from the observation by a value that is equal to the time 

average of the ensemble spread, and so the observed trend is statistically indistinguishable from a 
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member of the ensemble (Pauwels and De Lannoy, 2009; Matgen et al., 2012a). Following those 

guidelines, in this study the ensemble of model simulations was obtained by perturbing two input 

variables (rainfall and temperature) and the three most sensitive parameters of each model, previously 

identified through sensitivity analyses. The parameters perturbed in MISDc were Wmax, Ks and Kc, 

while in TOPLATS they were B, ψc and f. 

An ensemble of 50 members was created by perturbing the rainfall and temperature input data, as well 

as the most sensitive parameters. This ensemble size can be considered sufficiently consistent 

(Moradkhani et al., 2005) to adequately depict the uncertainty contained in the observation of climatic 

variables, and on model’s structure and parameterization, without compromising the efficiency of the 

procedure in terms of computational time-consumption. Temperature was perturbed with a zero-mean 

additive Gaussian noise, whereas a Log-normal multiplicative noise was added to rainfall in MISDc 

(Chen et al., 2011), and a Gamma function multiplicative noise was added to rainfall in TOPLATS. 

Both multiplicative functions provide a very similar type of perturbation. On the other hand, model 

parameters were perturbed by adding them a multiplicative random Gaussian noise (Brocca et al., 

2010b; Alvarez-Garreton et al., 2015), which was set as a fraction of their calibrated values. In each 

case, the intensity of the perturbation was set through the standard deviation (STD) of the added noise. 

To ensure that the created ensemble was meaningful, that is, it adequately represented modeling 

uncertainty, three ensemble characteristics (Eq. 8, 9 and 10) were calculated: (1) the ensemble spread 

(     ), (2) the ensemble mean square error (    ), and (3) the ensemble skill (     ):  

        
 

  
∑ (  

      ̅
 )

   
                                                                                                                  (8) 

       
 

  
∑ (   

     
 )

   
                                                                      (9) 

        (       )
 
                                                                                                                        (10) 

where k indicates the specific time-step of the observed (O) and simulated (S) time series, Nr is the 

ensemble size, and an overbar indicates the mean over the ensemble. These features were first 

computed at each time step (k) and then averaged over the evaluated period. Two conditions must be 

met by the ensemble (De Lannoy et al., 2006; Brocca et al., 2012; Matgen et al., 2012a; Plaza et al., 

2012; Alvarez-Garreton et al., 2014); first, to ensure that the ensemble spread is large enough, the 
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temporal average of the ensemble skill should be similar to the temporal average of the ensemble 

spread (De Lannoy et al., 2006; Alvarez-Garreton et al., 2014) (Eq. 11): 

〈    〉

〈    〉
                                                              (11) 

where ‹ › indicates the average over the simulation period. Values larger than 1 indicate spreads that 

are too small if the model is not biased (De Lannoy et al., 2006). Secondly, Eq. 12 must be validated 

to check that the truth (observed streamflow) is statistically indistinguishable from a member of the 

ensemble (De Lannoy et al., 2006; Matgen et al., 2012a). 

〈√    〉

〈√   〉
   √

     

   
                                             (12) 

Ten different combinations of STD values for parameter and climate variables perturbations were 

tested for the ensemble generation, and the combination providing the closest results to the two 

validation criteria was selected. Specifically, to generate the ensemble in Nestore, the designated 

MISDc parameters were perturbed with a multiplicative noise characterized by mean equal to 1 and 

STD ranging from 0.3 to 0.8 (different STD were applied to each parameter, within the shown range). 

For TOPLATS all the parameters were perturbed with the same STD-noise, equal to 0.15. Rainfall 

was perturbed with a multiplicative noise of STD = 0.25 in MISDc and 0.9 in TOPLATS. For Arga 

catchment the STD of the parameters’ noise ranged between 0.1 and 0.8 for MISDc and was taken 

equal to 0.25 for TOPLATS; rainfall was perturbed with a STD-noise of 1.2 in MISDc and 2.8 in 

TOPLATS. Finally, for the temperature an additive noise of STD = 3.0 in MISDc, and STD = 2.0 in 

TOPLATS was used.  

 

 

3.5. Performance indices 

The model performance was evaluated through five different statistical measures, including three 

efficiency measures (NSE, EffVal and EffOL), the percentage of volumetric error (Pbias) and the 

normalized RMSE (NRMSE). 

The first efficiency criterion used was the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970), 

which measures the fraction of the observed streamflow variance explained by the model, calculated 
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as the magnitude of the residual variance (noise) relative to the observed variance (information). Its 

optimal value is 1. NSE was calculated following Eq. 13. 

       
∑ (              )

   
   

∑              ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅  
  
   

                                                                   (13) 

where Pa is the length of the discharge time series, k each time-step, Qobs is the observed discharge, 

QTS is the simulated discharge, and      
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅   is the mean value of the observed discharge. NSE focuses on 

the simulation performance of high flows. In Eqs. 13 and 14 the subscript TS refers to any of the 

different time-series performance evaluated in this study, namely: calibration (QCal), validation (QVal), 

open loop (QOL) or data assimilation (QDA). 

The second index used was the relative volumetric error (Pbias), which represents the percent volume 

difference between simulated and observed streamflow fluxes. Negative Pbias values correspond to 

model under-estimation and positive ones correspond to over-estimation. The index was calculated 

using Eq. 14. 

            
∑                 

  
   

∑        
  
   

                                                                             (14) 

The benefit that can be achieved in streamflow simulation through DA was also measured in this study 

by means of two additional specific efficiency measures: EffVal and EffOL, as in Aubert et al. (2003). 

EffVal quantifies the improvement (or the deterioration) obtained after (QDA) compared to the 

deterministic model validation run (QVal) (Aubert et al., 2003; Brocca et al., 2010b), and is calculated 

as in Eq. 15. 

        (   
∑                  

  
   

∑                   
  
   

)                                                                             (15) 

Similarly, EffOL (Eq. 16) measures the positive or negative effect of DA with respect to the Open-Loop 

run (QOL) (Lievens et al., 2015; Cenci et al., 2016), where QOL is the mean of the ensemble members 

when no assimilation correction is performed. 

       (   
∑                  

  
   

∑                 
   

   

)                                                                                (16) 

In both EffVal and EffOL, positive values denote improvements due to DA, while negative values 

indicate estimate worsening (Brocca et al., 2010).  
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Finally, the normalized RMSE (NRMSE) was calculated for a more detailed evaluation of the 

influence of DA on streamflow simulation. Similarly to EffOL, this index compares the efficiency after 

DA with that of the open-loop simulations, and it is calculated as in Eq. 17. 

         

 

  
∑ √  

  
∑ (                )

  
   

   
   

 

  
∑ √  

  
∑ (                )

  
   

   
   

                                                                        

(17) 

Alvarez-Garreton et al. (2015) recommended NRMSE as it provides information about both the spread 

of the ensemble and the performance of the ensemble mean. Furthermore, it gives more weight to high 

flows, since it is calculated in linear streamflow space. NRMSE values below 1 indicate improvements 

due to DA. 

 

 

4. Results  

4.1. Deterministic model calibration and validation  

Fig. 4 displays the results obtained with the two models for the calibration and validation periods, and 

for Arga and Nestore catchments. It can be observed that although both models adequately predicted 

the highest streamflow peaks observed in Nestore, a systematic underestimation was found for Arga. 

This was by some means unexpected, since the same objective function (NSE) was used for the 

calibration of both models in the two catchments. NSE is suited to fit high peak flows, thus a similar 

level of accuracy in high flows prediction was expected. The streamflow variability both in the 

calibration and in the validation periods in Nestore is similar, whereas in Arga, the variability is 

significantly higher in the calibration than in the validation period (Fig. 4), with all the streamflow 

peaks below 400 m
3
 s

-1
 in the validation and up to 600 m

3
 s

-1
 in the calibration period. Almost no large 

flood events occurred in Arga during the validation period, except for one recorded at the very 

beginning of this period (Jan 2010). 

 

Figure. 4.  
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MISDc outperformed TOPLATS in both catchments (Table 1). Additionally, better results were 

obtained in Nestore than in Arga for both models, in terms of NSE. On the contrary, Pbias errors were 

very low in Arga compared with Nestore (Table 1). The overall NSE obtained for the whole period 

studied (including both calibration and validation) was 0.88 and 0.70 for Nestore and 0.75 and 0.64 for 

Arga, using MISDc and TOPLATS respectively.  

 

Table 1. NSE and Pbias results for the calibration and validation periods obtained using MISDc and 

TOPLATS models in Nestore and Arga catchments. 

Model 

Nestore Arga 

Cal Val Cal Val 

NSE Pbias NSE Pbias NSE Pbias NSE Pbias 

MISDc 0.87 -27% 0.90 -6% 0.76 -2% 0.72 0% 

TOPLATS 0.70 5% 0.71 38% 0.64 6% 0.58 4% 

 

 

4.2. ASCAT−SSM preprocessing   

 Soil water index (SWI) 

The optimal T values varied from case to case and were higher for Nestore than for Arga, and higher 

for MISDc than for TOPLATS. For Nestore, optimal values were T = 114 days using MISDc (R = 

0.88) and T = 45 days using TOPLATS (R = 0.65). For Arga, an optimal value of T = 64 days was 

obtained for MISDc (R = 0.90) and a smaller value T = 24 days for TOPLATS (R = 0.76). In all cases, 

correlation (R) values decreased when lower T values were tested (results not shown). This decrease of 

R value was pronounced and very clear in all cases when T values approached one. The only exception 

was Arga with TOPLATS, where the decrease in R for lower T values was not that pronounced. SWI 

calculated for TOPLATS exhibited a larger variability (not shown here), which is related to the 

shallower soil surface layer considered in this model. In MISDc, the soil layer was deeper, resulting in 

a smoother SWI temporal dynamic. 
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 SWI re-scaling  

Different re-scaling techniques (CDF, LR and VM) lead to different amounts of variability in the 

resulting time series (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6). SWI time-series obtained through LR and VM methods were 

very similar, but CDF performed, to some extent, differently. These differences are apparent in the 

highest and lowest SWI values reached by CDF (e.g., SWI peaks in Fig. 5e, 5g, 6e and 6g). LR was 

the technique that showed the lowest seasonal dynamics in SWI, with smaller differences between 

summer and winter values (Fig. 5). Again, TOPLATS simulations had a higher short-term variability 

than those of MISDc because of its shallower SZ soil layer (Fig.3).  

 

Figure. 5 

Figure. 6 

 

4.3. Ensemble validation  

Fig. 7 shows the streamflow and SSM ensembles generated by using MISDc (Fig. 7a and 7b) and 

TOPLATS (Fig. 7c and 7d). It is observed that the SSM ensemble has a larger spread in Nestore (Fig. 

7a) than in Arga (Fig. 7b) for the MISDc simulations. Moreover, the ensemble spread appears to be 

mostly controlled by rainfall perturbation in the TOPLATS ensembles (Fig. 7c and 7d).  

 

The streamflow ensembles successfully met the two validation criteria. Specifically, using MISDc Eq. 

11 yielded values of 1.15 for Nestore and 1.1 for Arga, whereas Eq. 12 yielded values of 0.73 for 

Nestore and 0.72 for Arga; being these sufficiently close to their reference values. TOPLATS also met 

the required values for Eq. 11: 0.98 for Nestore and 1.01 for Arga; as well as for Eq. 12: 0.71 for 

Nestore and 0.61 for Arga.  

 

The ensemble spread varied significantly from one model to the other. MISDc had its largest 

uncertainty during transition and dry periods (Fig. 7a and 7b), while in TOPLATS highest uncertainty 

rates were found during humid periods (Fig. 7c and 7d). The different perturbation intensities required 
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to meet the ensemble validation criteria might explain these differences, i.e. for MISDc a stronger 

parameter perturbation was required, whereas for TOPLATS the two criteria were met when rainfall 

perturbation magnitude was higher. We are aware that the approach followed in this research to 

generate the ensembles might not be optimal and subjected to equifinality issues. The methodology 

used allows satisfying the validation criteria, but for that larger perturbations needed to be applied to 

parameters with MISDc and to rainfall with TOPLATS. Further research should be devoted to this 

issue, but in any case, we think that the methodology followed is robust and validates the subsequent 

application of the ensemble Kalman filter. 

 

Figure. 7.   

 

4.4. SSM-DA in MISDc  

In Nestore, the NSE achieved using MISDc in the OL run (0.91) (Table 2) was slightly higher than 

that of the validation run (0.90) (Fig. 8a). Similarly, in Arga NSE increased from 0.72 in the validation 

run to 0.73 in the OL run (Fig. 8b). The NSE value of 0.91, achieved in the OL run in Nestore, was not 

further improved after DA (Fig. 8a), regardless of the different observation error values assumed for 

the ASCAT data. Furthermore, when low observation errors were considered, NSE decreased sharply, 

and the other scores also worsened (Fig. 8c, e and g), especially with observation errors below 2 %. 

Regarding re-scaling methods, CDF produced the worst results, while LR and VM yielded very 

similar results.  

 

On the other hand, in Arga, DA provided a streamflow simulation improvement (Fig. 8b) when 

compared to the NSE value (0.73) obtained in the OL run (Table 2). In this catchment, the best NSE 

improvement was always reached when a 4 % observation error was considered (Table 2), regardless 

of the applied RT. In this case, the influence of the RTs was only marginal and an increase of 10 % in 

EffOL was obtained for all cases (Fig. 8f). It must be noted that assuming satellite observation errors 

below 1 % led to a significant deterioration in streamflow simulations (NRMSE values above 0 in Fig. 

8h). 
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Fig. 9 shows the MISDc SSM-DA results obtained with the best combination of RT and observation 

error for Nestore (Fig. 9a) and Arga (Fig. 9b), as detailed in Table 2. Although no improvement was 

achieved through DA for Nestore, the best combination was considered to be a 1 % observation error 

and LR re-scaling (Fig. 9a) (Table 2). In Arga (Fig. 9b), the best combination was obtained by using 

LR re-scaling and a 4 % observation error. DA offered an increase in NSE from 0.72 to 0.76 in this 

case (Fig 8b). It can be observed that the largest and more systematic improvements were obtained 

during the spring months of 2010 and 2012 (Fig. 9b, error reduction plot (iii)). On the contrary, DA 

could not reduce sufficiently the large simulation error (>100 m
3
 s

-1
) that MISDc provided on a large 

event occurred at the beginning of the validation period (Jan 2010) (Fig 9b, plot ii). 

 

Figure. 8.  

 

4.5. SSM-DA in TOPLATS   

A high NSE result (0.71) was already obtained after validating TOPLATS in Nestore. In this case, a 

significant improvement was already obtained in the OL run, increasing NSE to 0.77 (Fig. 8i) (Table 

2). This value further increased after SSM−DA to a value of 0.85 (Fig. 8i). SSM-DA also reduced the 

large Pbias value obtained for Nestore during validation to a value of approximately 20 % when LR 

re-scaling was used (Fig. 8k) and led to improved EffOL values of 34 % (Fig. 8m).  

The improvements for Arga were not that remarkable, with a total NSE increase from 0.58 during 

validation (and 0.60 for OL) to 0.62 after SSM−DA when a 6 % observation error was considered 

(Fig. 8j) (Table 2). Using this error value, there was a slight reduction in the Pbias value to 9 % (Fig. 

8l), and the efficiency increase (EffOL) was 6 % (Fig. 8n).  

Clear differences in terms of NSE variation were found depending on the RT applied (Fig. 8i and 8j), 

with LR providing the best results, followed by VM for Nestore and CDF for Arga. For Nestore, any 

combination of RT and observation error increased EffOL by at least 8 % (Fig. 8m). In fact, this was the 

case where DA provided the highest improvements out of the four combinations of models and 

catchments evaluated. On the other hand, the DA results for Arga depended strongly on the 
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observation error considered. When observation errors below 4 % were used and CDF or VM re-

scaling was applied, the efficiency was lower than in the OL run (Fig. 8n).  The highest efficiencies, 

regardless of RT applied, were obtained for Arga with observation errors within the 4-8 % range, 

while the best improvements for Nestore were obtained by considering low (<2 %) observation errors. 

 

In Nestore, the largest errors in the simulation were found during two important events (that reached 

up to 400 m
3
/s observed streamflow peaks), one in Jan 2010 and the other in Nov 2010 (Fig. 9c, plot 

i); these were not accurately simulated, with errors over 100 m
3
/s (Fig. 9c, plot ii). These large errors 

were substantially reduced after DA (using LR and a 0.01 % observation error (Table 2)), with a 

correction of up to 100 m
3
/s for the first event and over 50 m

3
/s for the second (Fig. 9c, plot iii). In 

Arga (Fig. 9d), the largest error was also found for a storm event that occurred at the beginning of the 

validation period (Jan 2010). However, DA did not succeed in reducing this error (it was even 

increased during certain times of the event). More substantial improvements were obtained in 2011 

and 2012 during spring months (Fig 9d, plot iii).  

 

Table 2. Summary of results and efficiency variations after best set-up DA application. Optimal 

rescaling method (Opt. RT) and ASCAT observation error (Opt. ASCAT) are also shown. 

Model Catchment 

Cal/val Cal/Val OL 

Opt. ASCAT 

observation 

Error 

Opt. 

RT 

DA 

Cal Val Val Val 

NSE NSE NSE NSE EffVal EffOL NRMSE 

MISDc 

Nestore 0.87 0.90 0.91 1%  LR 0.90 -20 % -13 % 1.06 

Arga 0.76 0.72 0.73 4% LR 0.76 10 % 10 % 0.95 

TOPLATS 

Nestore 0.70 0.71 0.77 <1% LR 0.85 48 % 34 % 0.81 

Arga 0.64 0.58 0.60 6% LR 0.62 10 % 6% 0.97 

 

Figure. 9.  
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4.6. Comparison of SSM-DA results for the MISDc and TOPLATS models 

As a summary of results and to provide a numerical and visual comparison of SSM-DA performance 

for both models, the EffVal index was used (Fig. 10). Best EffVal results and SSM-DA set-up for 

obtaining them are also shown in Table 2. 

 

Figure. 10.  

 

In the first case, i.e., using MISDc for Nestore, SSM−DA did not provide any streamflow simulation 

improvement, regardless of the RT used and the SSM observation error assumed (Fig. 10a). On the 

contrary, large EffVal improvements (>30 %) were obtained for this catchment using TOPLATS (Fig. 

10c), irrespective of the observation error or the RT. In Nestore, both models yielded the best results 

when LR re-scaling was used.  With respect to Arga, the DA improvements were similar for both 

models (Fig. 10b and d). SSM-DA improved EffVal by a 10 %, especially when observation errors 

between 4 % and 8 % were considered. Lower observation errors resulted in a worsening of model 

forecasts. The differences among the selected RTs were smaller for Arga than for Nestore, but in all 

cases, LR was the best method. 

 

4.7. Monthly evaluation  

 

Figure. 11.  

 

In Nestore, SSM-DA generally decreased MISDc model accuracy in terms of monthly simulation (Fig. 

11a). On the contrary, the error reduction thanks to SSM-DA was high for this catchment when 

TOPLATS was used (Fig. 11c), especially in the winter months (from November until March). This 

seasonal trend contrasted with that obtained for Arga using TOPLATS (Fig. 11d), where the largest 

corrections were observed in November and later in spring (April and May). On the contrary, no clear 

seasonal pattern was found for the MISDc DA results for Arga (Fig. 11b), where most of the 
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improvement occurred in May and June. Interestingly, for Arga, highest correction rates after DA 

were achieved in May and November (i.e. transition humid-dry periods) for both models. 

 

 

5. Discussion  

Despite significant efforts in SSM-DA research, there is still no consensus in the scientific community 

regarding the improvement in streamflow prediction skill to be expected after SSM-DA because many 

factors affect the DA performance. These factors include: the DA algorithm, the particular model 

structure, the choice of bias correction technique, the appropriate quantification of observation and 

model forecast errors, the spatial mismatching between modelled and satellite soil moisture, and the 

watershed topography and climatology (Yan and Moradkhani, 2016). Through the use of different 

models, RTs, observation errors, and catchments, this research aimed to develop a broad study that 

could provide valuable results regarding some of these factors. The results are discussed based on the 

following research questions: 

 

1) Did EnKF SSM-DA improve hourly streamflow prediction?  

This study demonstrated that ASCAT-derived SWI can improve hourly streamflow simulation of 

medium-sized (750 km
2
) Mediterranean catchments using physically based and conceptual models. 

Moreover, a significant specific merit of this study is that the improvements were achieved in a fully 

independent validation period, different to the periods used for model calibration and SWI RTs 

calibration. As shown in Figures 8, 10 and 11, in one of the models (TOPLATS), DA improved 

streamflow prediction for Nestore, while in both models DA improved the Arga simulations. The 

results obtained for Arga using MISDc are of similar magnitude as those reported in the literature, 

such as Brocca et al. (2010b), who reported NSE increases from 0.76 to 0.78 and from 0.60 to 0.63 in 

catchments of central Italy after ASCAT SSM-DA. Also with respect to MISDc model application, 

similar results were obtained by Brocca et al. (2012), where ASCAT SSM-DA improved NSE from 

0.76 to 0.79 and increased EffVal ≈ 10 %, but in smaller Mediterranean catchments. Regarding 

TOPLATS DA results, the efficiency improvements after ASCAT−SSM assimilation outperformed 
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those of previous TOPLATS-DA studies (Pauwels et al., 2002, 2001), which in any case already 

indicated that this model was suitable for improvements in simulation capability through DA. 

Similarly, different SSM-DA methods were tested using TOPLATS by Houser et al. (1998) whose 

resulting recommendations included the use of DA methods of moderate complexity that are sound 

and computationally efficient, and recommended the use of long data series, as it has been done in this 

study. Although the DA method used might have a significant effect on the assimilation results (Yan 

and Moradkhani, 2016), this was not the focus of this research. 

 

The variability of the results in our study is not exceptional in the SSM−DA literature. Studies of this 

type have reported a variety of results, ranging from successful improvements (Lievens et al., 2015; 

López López et al., 2016), to slight improvements (Pauwels et al., 2002), no significant differences 

(Lü et al., 2016) or even moderate decreases in model performance (Chen et al., 2011; Matgen et al., 

2012a). Studies on the topic cover a wide range of catchment sizes, climate conditions, remote sensing 

sources, model conceptualizations and assimilation methods. Among the studies where SSM−DA 

proved ineffective in improving streamflow forecasts (e.g., Chen et al. (2011), Draper et al. (2011), 

Han et al. (2012)), some authors noted that the limited efficiency of DA might be related to the 

inaccuracy of the rainfall-runoff simulation mechanism in the models (Han et al., 2012). Also, other 

studies reported that while dual assimilation of streamflow and ASCAT−SSM improved streamflow 

simulation, SSM assimilation alone did not result in any improvements (Yan and Moradkhani, 2016).  

 

On the other hand, other studies obtained more positive results and confirmed the possibility of 

enhancing model streamflow prediction through remotely sensed SSM−DA (Alvarez-Garreton et al., 

2014; Massari et al., 2015; Matgen et al., 2012b). Improvements were reported using different metrics: 

efficiency increases between ~10 % (Matgen et al., 2012b) and ~30 % (Massari et al., 2015) and 

NRMSE reductions of ~25 % (Alvarez-Garreton et al., 2014) were obtained. Laiolo et al. (2015a) also 

reported an EffOL ≈ 25 to 35 %, for ASCAT SSM-DA in an Italian catchment of 800 km
2
. 

ASCAT−SSM assimilation based on the EnKF also improved streamflow forecasts for larger 
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catchments (Wanders et al., 2014b), although some limitations to simulate high peaks flow were 

found.  

 

Lastly, in relation to the results obtained by the OL, it was found that although no improvements were 

obtained with MISDc, some improvements were obtained with TOPLATS, especially in Nestore 

(Figure 8i). In our opinion this is related to the models structure, specifically to the non-linearities in 

runoff generation within TOPLATS. Adding uncertainty to the model inputs, i.e., moving from a 

deterministic approach (of streamflow simulation) to a stochastic one could reduce this non-linearities 

and provide efficiency increases. 

 

Did monthly simulation improve after EnKF data assimilation?  

As shown in Fig. 11, the DA impacts differed depending on the season and on the particular model 

and catchment combination, with no clear or consistent patterns. In Arga (Fig. 11b and 11d), 

ASCAT−SSM assimilation improved both models’ performance, especially in the autumn and spring 

months (mainly in Nov and May). These results are in line with those of Cenci et al. (2016), Laiolo et 

al. (2015b) and Matgen et al. (2012a), who showed that ASCAT−SSM assimilation was more efficient 

during hydro-meteorological transition periods (e.g., from dry to wet seasons or vice versa). In these 

periods, the temporal variability of SSM is generally higher, and its correction might have a stronger 

impact on model performance (Massari et al., 2015). On the contrary, in Nestore the largest positive 

results were obtained during winter months with the TOPLATS model (Fig. 11c), as in Laiolo et al. 

(2015a).  

 

2) Did the SWI calculation and the re-scaling techniques have a significant influence on the DA 

results? 

Normally, T is expected to increase with the depth of the modeled layer, but it has also been related to 

different catchment characteristics, such as soil type, land use or climatic conditions (Wang et al., 

2017). In this study, the T values obtained for TOPLATS are to some extent higher than the ones 

found in the literature for layers of this depth (Alvarez-Garreton et al., 2015). Previous works on the 
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topic found that large T values can be problematic for assimilation, since they might lead to SWI series 

with autocorrelation structures different from the modeled ones (Qiu et al., 2014). In relation to this 

issue, Qiu et al. (2014) performed a series of synthetic analysis where the impact of this 

autocorrelation mismatch on SSM-DA was quantified. They found that the benefit of DA was 

compromised in cases where differences persisted, but also concluded that DA performance 

deteriorated specially for deeper soil layers and in cases where the vertical redistribution of the soil 

water was relatively slow, which was not the case in our study with TOPLATS, where water transfers 

quickly from the SZ layer into the deeper TZ layer, and SSM data is assimilated into a shallow 5 cm 

depth layer.  

 

In addition to the results shown in this paper, two supplementary SSM-DA experiments were 

performed (not shown) by selecting lower T values for the SWI calculation with TOPLATS model. 

The results obtained showed only slightly decreasing efficiencies, indicating that the influence of the T 

value applied might be not be as noteworthy as it could be initially expected. In our view, further 

detailed studies are required in this topic to fully understand the complex SM behaviors represented by 

parameter T. 

 

All in all, there is still no clear consensus on the optimal T value ranges, and on the effect that the 

simulated layer depth, soil type or land use has on these optimal values. Moreover, as indicated in 

Wang et al. (2017), forested areas, which occupy large areas in the studied catchments, are expected to 

cause higher T values than other land uses. While in general this is a topic that needs further 

understanding and research, we think that model structure, especially the number and depth of the 

layers configured within each model used to calculate the SWI needs to be analyzed to evaluate 

whether it has influence on the T obtained. In this sense, we believe that the high optimal T values 

obtained in this study are probably partly related to the quick transfer that occurs downwards from SZ 

to TZ. Thus, DA in TOPLATS corrects first the SSM in the SZ, but these corrections are quickly 

transferred to the deeper TZ and thus varying the water table depth, which could indicate that the 
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achieved large T values tend to represent the SM behavior within the whole modeled system, and that 

SM behavior in the upper layer should not be independently evaluated. 

 

Regarding the impact of RTs in DA results, the results obtained here do not fully agree with those 

reported by Massari et al. (2015), who observed only a small effect of re-scaling on assimilation 

results. Although all three RTs behaved similarly in some cases (MISDc used in Arga) (Fig. 8h), large 

differences were found in other cases (e.g., TOPLATS used in Nestore (Fig. 8o)). In any case, LR 

consistently produced the best results and CDF the poorest. Lievens et al. (2015) found that a first-

order matching (similar to the LR-RT applied here) provided better results than higher-order CDF 

matching techniques. Yilmaz and Crow (2013) also discussed the risks associated with applications of 

RT methods that match the total variance of observations with the model (VM and CDF), as they may 

partly neglect the noise contributions of the datasets.  

 

According to the results in our study, it could be inferred that VM and CDF seem to fit “too much” the 

observed data to the simulated data, thus leaving only a minimal influence for DA that, at least on the 

model/catchment conditions evaluated in this study, offered the poorest results. It seems that other 

methods, such as LR – that offer more degree of freedom to the observations – perform a more truthful 

correction through DA. Moreover, simulated SSM might have seasonal specific behaviors, which can 

affect RTs performance for DA. This could be specifically significant for CDF method, as it is the one 

performing a more intense fitting of the observations. Separate seasonal re-scaling calibrations should 

thus be explored in future works to evaluate this influence.  

 

3) Did the observation error have a significant influence on the SSM-DA results? 

The estimation of an appropriate observation error for DA techniques is a key question that is still 

open and requires further research (Trudel et al., 2014; Massari et al., 2015). Different studies have 

attempted to characterize the satellite SSM error either by comparing satellite SSM data with ground 

observations (Albergel et al., 2009; Brocca et al., 2010; Matgen et al., 2012b) or by providing an 

independent error estimate. For instance, since a DA scheme explicitly updates the model prediction 
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based on the relative weights of the model and the observation errors, assuming a constant observation 

error may lead to overcorrection of the model state if the actual error is higher, and vice versa. To this 

end, a valuable approach for observation error selection is the application of the TC technique, which 

has shown to provide reliable results (Dorigo et al., 2010, 2015; Chen et al., 2014; Renzullo et al., 

2014; Su and Ryu, 2015; Alvarez-Garreton et al., 2016) and would need further explorations. 

Furthermore, data providers also supply quality indexes as ancillary data which can be extremely 

useful for a first assessment of the quality of the satellite observations (Kerr et al., 2010). Nonetheless 

these indexes do not provide a quantitative estimate of the random error associated with the SSM 

observations and are difficult to use within any DA scheme. A possible solution is the calibration of 

the observation error which is the route taken in this study. 

 

The optimal values for the observation errors obtained here are lower than the 10% value shown by 

Albergel et al. (2009), Brocca et al. (2010) and Matgen et al. (2012b) for ASCAT; but error 

estimations in this study refer to the SWI transformed data so they are not fully comparable with those 

reported in literature. Our results reveal that the characteristics of the site can influence the optimal 

observation error value to be used within SSM-DA, but also the model used. Altogether, the 

observation error estimated for the ASCAT SSM product had a clear influence on the assimilation 

results and it must be selected with care. That influence is especially critical when error values below 

2% are applied (e.g. Fig 8a and 8b, where a sharp decrease on the efficiency occurred when 

observation error values below 2% were applied). On the contrary, varying observation error values 

within the 10 to 20% range, does not generate large efficiency variations (Fig 8a, 8b, 8i and 8j). 

Moreover, the applied observation error had a greater influence in MISDc than in TOPLATS model 

experiments. 

 

4) Did the model choice influence the results? 

The differences found in the results might not be explained by the type of model but rather by the 

accuracy of model predictions before SSM-DA (i.e., after calibration). Antecedent works already 

indicated that the increase in the performance after the SSM–DA was dependent on the quality of the 
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simulation achieved in the OL (Alvarez-Garreton et al., 2015, Matgen et al., 2012a); this effect is 

clearly visible in the results obtained here using MISDc in Nestore, where an NSE of 0.90 during the 

validation period offered few possibilities for further improvements through SSM–DA. In this sense, 

some studies have used SSM–DA as a tool for improving model parameter calibration instead of 

directly enhancing streamflow simulation (Bach and Mauser, 2003; Moradkhani et al., 2005; Wanders 

et al., 2014a). 

 

In this study, it was found that the added value of SSM–DA varied strongly in the four different 

model-catchment settings evaluated here. For Arga, regardless of the model applied (MISDc or 

TOPLATS), we obtained similar simulation improvements of ~10 % (Fig 10b and 10d). On the other 

hand, the results obtained for Nestore varied dramatically depending on the model used, with 

improvements of ~50 % using TOPLATS but a worsening effect of >50 % for MISDc (Fig 10a and 

10c). Therefore, it cannot be concluded that model type and its complexity influences DA results in a 

specific positive or negative direction. Moreover, this study also found that the assimilation of SSM 

data into a thin surface layer of a model (TOPLATS) does not limit the capabilities of DA to 

substantially vary streamflow simulations, in contrast to Brocca et al. (2012).  

 

Differences in ensemble spread (highly related to the different parameters perturbed in each model) 

are also expected to affect the susceptibility of each model to be corrected through DA. As shown in 

Figure 7, and discussed in section 4.3, MISDc showed larger uncertainty rates (spread) on its 

prediction during transition and dry periods, while TOPLATS showed to be less precise during winter 

seasons. These ensemble spreads would indicate a higher ease to be corrected during summer storms 

in MISDc, and in softer and longer winter events in TOPLATS. But, in any case, as described in the 

previous paragraphs, the results were much more conditioned by the efficiency after calibration and by 

the catchment characteristics (discussed in the next question), rather than by the model used.  

 

5) Was DA performance influenced by catchment characteristics? 
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Soil type and catchment characteristics, unlike catchment area, might play a role in the performance of 

SSM-DA (Massari et al., 2015). The significant improvement in NSE obtained for Nestore using 

TOPLATS can be explained by the climate conditions of the area. Since central Italy is not 

characterized by a proper rainy season, soil hardly remains constantly saturated. Under such 

conditions, when a significant meteorological event occurs, SM conditions change rapidly. Therefore, 

SSM−DA might be useful for correcting the antecedent wetness conditions, thus contributing to an 

enhanced prediction of high flows (Cenci et al., 2016). SSM−DA might be more efficient when SSM 

temporal variability is higher (Massari et al. 2015) and direct runoff processes are predominant 

(instead of baseflow contribution) (López López et al., 2016). In any case, as pointed out in the 

monthly results analysis section, it must be noted that most of the improvement in Nestore is 

concentrated on winter months events. On the other hand, longer and more stable dry and wet climatic 

patterns, characteristic of the Arga catchment, somehow limited the effectivity of DA in this catchment 

to certain particular transition periods (e.g., November and May) where model inertia did not enable a 

rapid response of the model to generate the correct simulated runoff. 

 

6) Which topics within SSM DA require further research and better understanding for 

improved streamflow prediction? 

As a complement to the assimilation approach used in this study (assimilation of SSM observations 

into the upper soil layer), we would recommend further experiments to explore the assimilation of 

SSM observations into TOPLATS Transmission Zone (deeper layer), and the use of DA to correct the 

water table behavior, which is crucial for the runoff processes of this model. In addition to this, there 

are three different issues that would also require further research: (1) a thorough evaluation of the 

added value of SSM−DA compared to the enhancements achieved when other variables (e.g., 

streamflow or LAI) are assimilated, (2) the identification of the causes of model bias as a means of 

enhancing simulations depending on the particular cause (i.e., poor model calibration, errors in forcing 

data, model structure, etc.), rather than relying on DA as a tool for fixing everything, and (3) the 

development of models that better reflect the vertical coupling between surface and subsurface soil 

moisture states. As shown in this work, there is potential to improve catchment model streamflow 
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simulations through data assimilation of remotely sensed soil moisture products. However, systematic 

model bias must first be reduced to a minimum, through calibration, so as to not constrain soil 

moisture data assimilation capabilities.  

 

6. Conclusions  

This study has demonstrated that ASCAT-derived soil water index assimilation into models with 

different conceptualization approaches can improve hourly streamflow simulation in medium-size 

catchments located in Mediterranean climate areas when an adequate DA configuration, in terms of 

surface soil moisture observation re-scaling and observation error, is set-up. The main findings are 

summarized as follows: 

 

After model calibration, streamflow forecasts were more accurate using a conceptual and less 

parameterized model (i.e., MISDc) than with a physically based complex one (TOPLATS). In any 

case, both models offered overall Nash-Sutcliffe efficiencies (NSE) > 0.65 for the 11 years studied 

period. ASCAT data assimilation increased the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency in three out of four 

catchment/hydrological model combinations evaluated. For the remaining case, DA could not increase 

model performance due to the already high NSE efficiency. 

 

The open-loop ensemble streamflow simulation (QOL) outperformed the deterministic simple model 

validation (VAL) run in both models. Whereas the increase was minor in MISDc, in TOPLATS 

moderate (Arga) and large (Nestore) improvements were obtained. Thus, this study indicates that 

considering forcing and parameter uncertainties in modelization with models that include non-linear 

processes, could lead to improvements in streamflow simulation efficiencies, while  providing more 

robust results, and offering information about the confidence interval of the achieved results. In this 

line, further studies are required to fully understand the impact of uncertainty addition on model 

performance.  
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The re-scaling technique used strongly conditioned the results obtained, with linear re-scaling (LR) 

offering better results than variance matching (VM) and cumulative distribution function matching 

(CDF), especially with TOPLATS. Besides, the ASCAT surface soil moisture observation error 

largely influenced the assimilation results, with the best SSM-DA performance achieved when low 

observation error values (4-6 %, or even <1 %) were considered. 

 

It was difficult to extract very conclusive ideas on the influence of model structure on DA, due to the 

large number of processes involved on the assimilation set-up, and due to the complex interactions 

between them. In this study results, the magnitude of the DA impact seemed to be more related to the 

specific catchment conditions rather than to a specific model characteristic (i.e. conceptualization and 

parameterization complexity or soil layer configuration). Impact of DA, in terms of its magnitude 

(both positive and negative), were larger in Nestore catchment (>50% from the validation run) than in 

Arga (≈10% from the validation run) regardless of the model used. In addition to this, the success 

achieved in model calibration for a specific catchment had a great influence on the ability of DA to 

improve its predictions.  

 

In summary, SSM-DA, through the ensemble Kalman filter, provided efficiency increases that reached 

10-45% from the validation run and 6-35% from the open-loop simulation, with this variation 

depending largely on: the catchment characteristics, the assumed SSM observation error, and the 

selected re-scaling technique.  

 

The re-scaling techniques were calibrated and validated for separate periods, which makes this study 

consistent in terms of avoiding data correlation issues and inadequate fitting of the data. However, this 

study should not be considered as a perfectly controlled sensitivity analysis of the different 

assimilation set-up scenarios for every catchment and model used for DA. Achieving a better 

understanding of the DA scheme sensitivity and of the underlying physical and methodological 

meaning of this sensitivity would require more systematical experiments. Nevertheless, we think that 

this research was able to identify several recommendations for further SSM-DA applications: 1) each 
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catchment/model/SSM product configuration should go through a “calibration” process to find their 

optimal experimental setup, 2) if only one re-scaling technique is to be used, LR should be 

recommended, and 3) observation error calibration efforts should focus on the 1-6% range. In relation 

to the estimation of the observation error, further studies that evaluate the relation between land-use 

information and applied observation error should be of interest. 
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Fig. 1. Catchment location, topography, hydrological features and instrumentation. 
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Fig. 2.  ASCAT grid overlaid on a) the Nestore catchment and b) the Arga catchment. 
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Fig. 3. MISDc and TOPLATS modeling schemes. MISDc adapted from (Brocca et al., 2011) and 

TOPLATS scheme adapted from (Loizu et al., 2016). The three main modeling processes of each 

model are detailed: plot 3a shows the soil-water balances (SWB), plot 3b the main runoff generating 

mechanism characteristic of each mode, and plot 3c shows the runoff routing included in each model. 

Water balance budgets in the TOPLATS scheme: precipitation (P), net precipitation (Pn), evaporation 

(E), infiltration excess runoff (qie), saturation excess runoff (qs), baseflow (qbf), infiltration (I), 

drainage (g) and capillary rise (w), where vegetated soil (vg), wet canopy (wc) and bare soils (bs) are 

distinguished in subscripts. 
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Fig. 4. Model calibration and validation: a) Nestore catchment and b) Arga catchment results. Time 

series and scatter plots of calibration and validation periods (separated through a dotted vertical line in 

the upper plots). 
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Fig. 5. The SWI re-scaling technique (CDF, LR and VM) results for MISDc (a-d) and TOPLATS (e-

f). Plots a, b, e and f correspond to the Nestore catchment, and plots c, d, g and h to Arga. Plots on the 

left represent the calibration period, and those on the right the validation period. Note that only co-

located simulated and observed values are shown in the plots to avoid misinterpretations of the soil 

moisture dynamics. 
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Fig. 6. Scatterplots of re-scaled SWIs (with CDF, LR and VM methods) and simulated SSM values 

with MISDc (a-d) and TOPLATS (e-h). 
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Fig. 7.  MISDc and TOPLATS models’ streamflow and surface soil moisture (SSM) ensembles: a) 

Nestore catchment using MISDc, b) Arga catchment using MISDc, c) Nestore catchment using 

TOPLATS and, d) Arga catchment using TOPLATS. The ensembles are represented by their 5-95 

percentile range. Soil moisture in MISDc is expressed as saturation degree [0-1], whereas in 

TOPLATS is expressed in volumetric units (cm
3
 cm

-3
). 
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Fig. 8. Streamflow simulation efficiency after DA using MISDc and TOPLATS models. MISDc 

results for the Nestore (a, c, e, and g plots) and Arga (b, d, f, and h plots) catchments are shown on the 

left columns. TOPLATS results for the Nestore (i, k, m, and o plots) and Arga (j, l, n, and p plots) 

catchments are shown on the right columns.  Four efficiency evaluation criteria results are shown: 

NSE (plots a, b, i and j), Pbias (c, d, k and l), EffOL (e, f, m and n) and NRMSE (g, h, o and p). 

Horizontal axes correspond to the assumed ASCAT observation error values. Colors correspond to 

different SWI re-scaling techniques. In NSE and Pbias plots (a, b, c, d, i, j, k and l) the solid horizontal 

line indicates the Val results, and the dotted line indicates the OL results (Table 2). 
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Fig. 9. MISDc (a and b plots) and TOPLATS (c and d plots) model assimilation results for the Nestore 

(a and c) and Arga (b and d) catchments. Three plots are presented per catchment: (i) observed, 

validation and DA time series, (ii) error between observed and validation series and (iii) error 

reduction achieved after DA, where positive values indicate error reduction. Results shown in this 

figure are those obtained with the best DA set-up, as detailed in Table 2 for each model and catchment 

combination. 
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Fig. 10. Efficiency variation (EffVal) compared to validation time series for the Nestore (a and c) and 

Arga catchments (b and d). The MISDc model results are shown in plots a and b, while the TOPLATS 

results are presented in plots c and d. 
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Fig. 11. Monthly variation (expressed as monthly m
3
/s) in simulation accuracy after DA in the 

validation period for a) Nestore using MISDc, b) Arga using MISDc, c) Nestore using TOPLATS and 

d) Arga using TOPLATS. Positive values (in green) indicate that simulation after DA increased the 

accuracy of the total monthly simulated streamflow volume. Negative values (in red) indicate a 

reduction in the simulation accuracy. Monthly results also correspond to best set-up conditions, as 

detailed in Table 2 (For Nestore using MISDc, LR and 4% observation errors were used). 

 

 




